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At-Taqrib

(Rapprochement) among

the Fiqhi Islamic Schools

and the Legal (Fiqh),

and the Impact of
Shari'ah on the

Contemporary Laws

By: Dr. 'Umar Mukhtar AI-Qadhi

As a matter of fact, this study concerns a vital issue

which helps the contemporary Islamic countries on

compromising between the fiqhi schools which spread all

around them. In spite of the fact that the people view that

the Islamic sects are independent from one another,

contemplating on the position of these sects emphasizes

the fact that they were schools that have explained the

Islamic Shari'ah, and everyone of them was specialized in
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a part of the vast Islamic State. Anyhow this speciality

was not made on purpose, but it was imposed by the

circumstances. Because some fuqaha' Uurisprudents)

appeared in these regions and established these schools,

and became famous for the names of their religious

leaders (imams). But at that time the means of

communication and contact were not easy and fast as the

means of today and that was the main reason which

forbade the history to bring together these schools into

one grand school, which might be called the school of

Islamic fiqh Uurisprudence)

Undoubtedly, the important thing is that the region

where a certain fiqhi sect was prevailing, was not

crowded out by another sect in the old society. So the

prevailent sect was overwhelming the religious culture of

that region spontaneously and inadvertently.

As per our contemporary society, we can see in every

Islamic country that all the sects are held in the hands of

the cultured people, in the religious institutes and colleges

from which the fuqaha' of Shari'ah graduate. So then

what is the position of the faqih ,today? Actually it is

emphasized that the fiqhi action is only one ,whether it

deals with the positive legal questions, or issues dealt

with by the Islamic Shari'ah.

But the differentiation between the Islamic fiqh and the

legal fiqh lies in the fact that this faqih is engaged in the
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literature which is different from that of another faqih.

Hence, it becomes quite clear that the speciality is only

analyzing articles whose nature is not different from

another, when they are submitted for fiqhi study and

discussion. Consequently, it has resulted in some kind of

distinction or difference ,which suggests that it is

essential, between the work of the researcher in the

Islamic fiqh and the researcher in the positive law,

although the nature of this work is the same.
In fact, we can see all that differentiates this from that,

is really refers to the means employed, and all these

means and tools can be provided easily for the benefit of

the researchers. By doing so ,the difference will be

smaller between the shar'i faqih and the legal faqih. In
addition to that some effort should be exerted in the

idioms, terms and some other expressions many of which

changed, though its essentiality is not greatly different

from the old one. At any rate, making comparison here is

necessary to clarify the fact of the term, and to act on

finding a common language between the fuqaha' of

Shari'ah and the fuqaha' of Qanun (Law) . The day might

come in which we release the word fiqh or 'faqih' in the

Muslim country without specification. For this reason we

talk briefly for the masses of readers, the conception of

Taqrib (rapprochement) between the fiqhi schools ,and

we try to clarify it in the following points:
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we can primarily explain the notion of taqrib between

the sects in two main points:

The first Point: we may explain the theoretical

conceptions of taqrib between the sects

The second point: We can explain the extent of

capability of achieving all these conceptions or some of

them in the practical action in our contemporary Islamic

society all over its different countries.

First: The theoretical conceptions for the taqrib

between the sects. These theoretical conceptions are to be

dealt with in three ways:

1- The first way is to consider all the sects equally ,or

equalize each sect with the other, then adopt what is joint
and common between them, like the solutions and fatawa,

and take most of them into consideration and drop the

solutions which may make differences.

2- The second is to adopt all the sects including all the

solutions and fatawa whether preferable or not, and make

them the subject matter of primary theory for every

society to take from them whatever it wills of the

opinions that suit or fit its circumstances and conditions,
then it enacts laws out of what is selected.

3- The third :is to derive or take out the usuli

ideological criteria from the old sects and act on them to

judge the issues and problems and find the solutions in
accordance with these scientific Islamic criteria.
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